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Education

Technical Skills

User Interface

Graphic Design

Web Design

Wireframing

3D Modeling

HTML/CSS

Prototype

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2000 – 2002
Year 10 -11

Horizons Int School
Hong Kong

1996 – 1999
Year 7 - 9

Delia Memorial School
Hong Kong

2001                                    2005                                 2010                              2015                                2020

Graphic Designer

Frontend Developer
Project Manager UI/UX Designer

2015 - Present
UI/UX Designer
DSS Secure Inc. Hong Kong, China

I’m part of a digital group based in Hong Kong. My role consists of creating 
graphic materials for internal and client based projects. It is part of my 
responsibility to provide assistance in producing multimedia and graphic 
materials for various departments in the organisation.

 - Develop a workflow for mobile app projects
 - Create wireframe and experience within the architecture
 - Design user interface in vector using Sketch software
 - Develop interactive prototypes for proof of concept
 - Export graphic materials for developers

2014 - 2015
Project Manager / Frontend Developer
Hodsford Limited Hong Kong, China

Hodsford is a small size  I.T. Service provider and offers solutions such as 
web presence, eDMs and various digital consultancy. My responsibility in 
this organization is to:

 - Consult clients for their business requirements in the digital space
 - Identify business goals and estimate the scope of work and costs
 - Create design concepts and project presentations
 - Collaborate with developers and create project timeline
 - Participate in frontend web development
 

MATHEW BAUTISTA
46 Whalans Rd Graystanes

NSW 2145 Australia

A result-driven professional with more than 10 years experience working in the 
digital landscape I am accustomed to a fast-paced work environment but very 
passionate with my work that ensures quality is over quantity. 



PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2013 - 2014
Project Manager / Frontend Developer
MixMedia Interactive Limited. Hong Kong, China

MixMedia has been contracted by large brands such as Ralph Lauren and 
Estee Lauder. I was assigned as a project lead to manage project time-
lines, relay client requirements, and communicate with developers to 
produce the scope of work and timelines.

 - Consult client with their digital requirements
 - Collaborate with external developers contracted for the project
 - Communicate the requirements to the development team
 - Produce graphics and presentations
 - Manage project timelines, arrange UAT and launch preparations

2009 - 2010
Design Lead
Frenzoo 3D World Limited Hong Kong, China

Frenzoo develops social simulation game for both web based and mobile 
applications. My responsibilities are to produce all graphical and digital 
materials for the game.

 - Participate in producing storyboards and game experience with   
   business developers
 - Consult all technical graphic requirements with game developers
 - Create 3D materials and assets for the game
 - Responsible for designing GUI for the game, website platform and  
    various mini web apps
 - Manage and execute A/B tests,  UATs  and review users feedback
 - Manage a small team of designers
 

2005 - 2008
Design Lead
Evolution World Wide Limited Hong Kong, China

Evolution World Wide is a small-mid size I.T. service provider and offers 
web browsing solutions. My responsibility in this organization is to:

 - Responsible for graphic and materials for developers
 - Design GUI for web browser toolbar
 - Produce online marketing materials
 - Produce and manage marketing campaigns

Tools & Software

Bootstrap

Prototype.io

Javascript

Photoshop

Illustration

Premier Pro

3DS Max

Sketch

Reference

Website Portfolio
www.netbx.com

Linked In
matt@netbx.com

Languages

English [Fluent]
[Written / Spoken]

Filipino [Fluent]
[Written / Spoken]

Cantonese [Casual]
[Spoken]


